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Moment Estimation With Attrition: An Application
to Economic Models
John M. ABOWD, Bruno CRIPON, and Francis KRAMARZ

We study the effects of the attrition of firms from longitudinal samples on the estimates of dynamic labor dem

reasons for attrition from business-based longitudinal samples are extremely varied and are related to both the economi

business and the methods of acquiring sampling frame information for those businesses. We do an exhaustive study

information regarding the attrition of French firms from our analysis sample. We propose flexible attrition models based

generalization of the missing at random assumption. We implement these models with a weighted generalized me
estimator that is consistent and efficient (in the class of moment estimators). Our flexible attrition models substantially

the estimation results for dynamic factor demand models. We attribute the improvement to the ability of our models t

diverse reasons for attrition that our audit uncovered without requiring specific knowledge of which reason applies to a p
firm.

KEY WORDS: Adjustment costs; Attrition audit; Business missing data; Dynamic labor demand; Generalized method of moments;
Reweighted estimation.

1. INTRODUCTION

without our attrition correction to external evidence on adjust-

ment costs in France. Our reweighted estimates, reflecting the
When statisticians sample fragments of the lives of busiattrition correction, are much closer to the external evidence
nesses the effects of deaths, reorganizations, and other movethan the uncorrected estimates, which are implausibly low for
ments are often manifested as unexplained attrition from the
France. Hence, modeling attrition as if it implied economic
sample. Model estimation and inference can be very seriously
death leads to very serious inference errors that are substanaffected - most estimated coefficients are biased and incontially mitigated by the use of the more flexible models that we
sistent even under rather strong ancillary assumptions. The
propose.
classical solution is to estimate jointly the process of interest
and a model based on the economic reasons for exit (see, forDynamic factor adjustments are related to a set of costs
that measure the firm's difficulty in reallocating its assets and
example, Heckman 1979, and Olley and Pakes 1996). Cur-

employment. If adjustment costs are minimal, then assets and
rent techniques may introduce serious biases and inconsistenemployment move very freely among firms. In this case, the
cies in estimates based on samples of firms or establishments
attrition of a firm from the sample probably means that its
when they make structural assumptions about the exit process,
which are at odds with the real reasons for attrition.
assets and employment are zero because they have moved to
The reasons for attrition from business-based longitudinal another economic activity, presumably represented by one of
samples are extremely varied and are related to both the eco-the firms already in the sample or a firm born in a subsequent
nomic activity and the methods used to maintain the samplingperiod. When adjustment costs are substantial, neither assets
frame. To demonstrate this heterogeneity we do an exhaustivenor employment are very mobile because the reallocation costs
study of the reasons for the attrition of French firms from our discourage their redeployment. In this case, the disappear-

analysis sample. Attrition from our sample is very rarely asso-ance of a firm from the sample must be viewed with caution
ciated with the death of the economic assets used by the firm.because it is unlikely that its assets or employment have been

We next show that the use of more flexible attrition models

completely redeployed and, consequently, it is unlikely that
substantially changes the estimation results for dynamicanother
facfirm in the sample (or newly born) represents the misstor demand models. Finally, we compare estimates with and
ing economic activity. Thus, dynamic factor demand models
are ideally suited to our application: their estimation requires
the use of longitudinal data and they are very likely to be conJohn M. Abowd is Professor of Labor Economics, Cornell University,
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by sample attrition.
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are computed using the estimated exit process, allows for consistent and efficient (within the class of moment estimators)
estimation of any structural equation using moment conditions

that is required to insure that equation (2.2) exists and is
well behaved. Larger values of the parameter b imply that

employment will adjust more slowly to changes in the economic variables. Although there are many sources of bias in
the estimation of equation (2.2), one important source, ignored
In Section 2, we describe the economic problem of interest,
in most empirical analyses, is the attrition of firms from the
show the impact of sample attrition on this problem, and prosample. In this article, we focus exclusively on this issue.
vide statistical evidence on the variety of causes of attrition.
How could attrition affect the estimation of b in equation
The statistical framework that underlies our attrition models
(2.2)? If the analysis is limited to a panel of sample survivors,
is given in Section 3. From this analysis, we derive our prethen the marginal productivity of labor, aF(Kit, Li,)/ILi,, may
ferred methodology. We provide the implementation details
in for this group than in the entire population of
be larger
Section 4. In Section 5, we apply our method to the estimation
active firms. Hence, the difference between the wage rate and
of the dynamic labor demand equation for a firm. We compare
marginal productivity may be smaller in the sample than in
various possible implementations using both formal statistical
the entire population, inducing a downward bias in the estimatests and external evidence. Finally, we conclude in Section
tion of6.b. Although one could argue that firms that disappear

(Hansen 1982, Chamberlain 1987; Newey and McFadden
1994).

2. THE ECONOMIC AND STATISTICAL PROBLEM

from the sample have zero employment at the dates following
their exit from the sample, there are good reasons to mistrust

this assumption. First, some of the firms that leave the sample
2.1 Estimating Dynamic Labor Demand With

Costs of Adjustment

may have been acquired by other firms, either preexisting or
newly born. Such acquisitions are not restricted to the sale of
Dynamic labor demand models have been widely used
less profitable firms. Second, the attrition from the sample may
in labor economics, macroeconomics, industrial organization,
occur for reasons not related to the end of economic entity that
and other empirical fields. The extensive literature permits
are difficult to quantify such as failure to file required forms,
us to bring external evidence to bear on the reasonabledeath of the owner, or errors in the treatment of the identiness of parameter estimates (Hamermesh 1993, chap. 7). The
fication number. Finally, attrition may occur because of the
models imply structural Euler equations that can be used as
cessation of economic activity by the enterprise, a legitimate
the basis for the moment conditions that allow for
paramedeath.
ter estimation without specifying a full likelihood function.
Next, we describe our efforts to understand the disappear-

Economists have been very reluctant to make the ancillary
ance of firms from a sample that was constructed by the
distributional assumptions that likelihood estimation requires
Institut National de la Statistique et des Etudes Economiques
(Hansen 1982). Many longitudinal firm-based data sets have
(INSEE), the French national statistical institute, which colbeen developed with the specific goal of providing the inforlects these data for a variety of reasons including the producmation necessary to estimate dynamic factor demand modtion of the French national income and product accounts. Our
els. (McGuckin and Pascoe 1988; Hall and Mairesse 1995;
analysis shows that the assumption that employment is always
Machin, Manning, and Meghir 1993 provide examples from a
zero when an entity exits from the sample is wrong. Consevariety of countries.)
quently, we develop a method for modeling this attrition that
Let Lit denote period t employment for firm i, Kit the capidoes not depend on arbitrary assumptions about the homotal stock, wit the wage rate, Pit the price of the good produced,
geneity of the causes of attrition.

and F(.,.) the production function. Consider the following

intertemporal optimization program for the firm:
- 00

max E E k(pit+kF(Kit+k, Lit+k)

{Li'Li+l * -k=O

b

- Wit+kLit+k- (+k (L itk-1)2) , (2.1)
where 8 is the discount factor (0 < 8 < 1), b is the marginal

cost of adjusting one unit of employment (b > 0), and the
expectation is taken over all periods t + 1, t + 2, t + 3, ...
conditional on information known at t including the history of
all relevant information. The solution yields the Euler equation

dF(Kit, Lit)

routinely used by other researchers (see Abowd, Kramarz,
and Margolis 1999; Cr6pon and Duguet 1997; Hall and
Mairesse 1995). Our version, constructed by the Division
des Etudes Economiques, includes 21,642 firms. The sampled
entities are enterprises, which consist of one or more physical establishments engaged in related economic activity under
common management. We use the terms enterprise and firm
interchangeably. We describe the universe from which this

sample was drawn as well as the other data sources used to

enterprises, sampled using the same techniques as we describe

+Lit

+ 8b(Lit+l - Lit) ?- it (2.2)

tions on F(.,.) and the stochastic process governing (wit, Pit)

We use a longitudinal probability sample of firms called
the Echantillon d'Entreprises (EE), 1978-1988, that has been

investigate the reasons on why firms disappear from the EE.
The current EE, the 1993 version, contains data for 26,685

Wit = Pit d - b(L (Lit- l
at each date t, where -it is an iid shock. Stokey and Lucas
(1989, chap 9) provide a complete treatment of the condi-

2.2 The Structure of the INSEE Firm Sample

below. Table 1 shows the overall construction of the EE and

the selection rules used to draw our analysis cohort.
The most inclusive source of French business data is the

registry of establishments and enterprises called the Sirene.
this registry INSEE records the date of birth, date of death
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Table 1. Construction of the Echantillon d'Entreprises From Underlying Firm Data Sources
Number of

Source enterprises Definition or criterion
Sirene 2,200,000 Registry, estimate of the

number active in a given year

Regime du B6n6fice R6el Normal (BRN) 600,000 For-profit economic entities, sales>3.5M FF, nonservice, or
sales> 1M FF, services; estimate
of the number active in a given year

Universe Echantillon d'Entreprises (Universe EE) 100,000 BRN + (employees>20 or sales>100M FF or assets
>200M FF)[exhaustive BIC-IS] or (employees> 10
or sales>3.5M or assets>5M FF)
[sample-BIC-IS] or (20<employees)[EAE], in a given year
Echantillon d'Entreprises (EE) 21,642 Sampling rates: employees>499 1/1; 20<employees<500
between 1/30 and 1/1; employees<21 not sampled
EE born 1982 667 Never appeared in Universe EE before 1982
Exit 1982-1987 375 Last year in Universe EE < 1988
Still present 1988 292 Still present in Universe EE in 1988

NOTE: BIC-IS means Benefices Industriels et Commerciaux-lmp6ts sur les Societes; EAE means Enquete Annu
Source: Chantereau and Rieu (1995) Frechou and Topiol-Bensaid (1997).

1988). demography.
The EE is constructed
from are
this universe using the
and major events related to the entity's
There

sampling
shown
in Table 1. The 1988 version
approximately 2.2 million enterprises
and probabilities
3.5 million
estabcontained
a totalyear
of 21,642
enterprises that constitute about
lishments active in the registry in any
given
(Chantereau
the active enterprises
(aboutsome
11,000 firms) in any given
and Rieu 1995). An active entity, 11%
byofdefinition,
filed
year.
kind of business tax return that year.
The active enterprise
construct
a dynamicallyemployees,
representative sample, INSEE
count includes sole proprietors, withTo and
without
began with
a primary
sample year, 1986.
Every enterprise
who are issued an identifying number
for
tax purposes
and
was included to
in thefile
1986 Universe
EE (i.e., economically
recorded in the Sirene (i.e., it is notthat
possible
an income
active
in 1986)
was at risk to taxpayer
be sampled with probabilities
tax return on business income using
an
individual
that depended on the size of the enterprise in 1986 and the
identification number).
sector
of economic activity.
Firms with 500for
or more employThe first reduction of the universe
consists
of selecting
ees were
sampled with probability
one. Firms with
fewer than
the EE sampling frame only those
enterprises
included
in
21
employees
were
not
sampled.
Firms
of
intermediate
sizes
the file constructed for the tax regime Benefice Reel Normal
were
sampled
with
probabilities
between
1/30
and
1
accord(BRN) by the Direction Generale des Impots (DGI). There are
ing to the size and sector. All records in the Universe EE corapproximately 600 thousand active enterprises in this file in
responding to a sampled firm for the years 1978-1988 were
any given year. A business is subject to the BRN tax regime if
added to the EE file.
it is for-profit and meets the sales conditions stated in Table 1
Every firm that was economically active in 1986 was then
(for tax years 1994 and earlier). Smaller firms may elect BRN
removed from the Universe EE. Complementary samples were
regime taxation instead of one of the simpler tax forms, but
then constructed for each of the other Universe EE files from
subsequent filters will eliminate those enterprises that opted
1978 to 1985 and from 1987 to 1988, using the same sampling
into the BRN but did not meet the criteria shown in Table 1.
probabilities as in 1986. After a complementary sample was
From the BRN file INSEE constructed an in-scope sampling
drawn for a particular year, all firms at risk to be sampled that
frame, called the Universe Echantillon d'Entreprises (Universe
year were eliminated from the Universe EE files in other years.
EE) in Table 1, using all enterprises that meet one of the folIn the resulting sample of firms, those with single-year gaps
lowing criteria: (1) more than 20 employees, (2) more than
in their data have been retained and a missing data imputation
100 million francs of sales revenue, or (3) more than procedure
200
used to fill the gap. See Abowd, Crepon, Kramarz,
million francs of total assets. The Universe EE also includes
and Trognon (1995) for a more complete description of the
some firms that meet weaker criteria because they are included
data preparation. See Appendix for summary statistics of our
in one of the data sources that contributes information to the
sample.
EE: (1) the exhaustive Benefices Industrials et CommerciauxIn what follows, we focus on all firms that appear in the EE
Impots sur les Societes (exhaustive-BIC-IS), which is sample
a filefor the first time in 1982, as shown in Table 1. These
of all business tax returns (BRN and certain other regimes)
667 firms are followed in the EE at most until 1988. None of

provided to INSEE by the DGI (Chantereau and Rieu these
1995);firms has any missing years of data. Once the firm enters
(2) a sample from the BIC-IS (sample-BIC-IS), whichthe
is sample,
a
economic data are available until the firm exits
sample of tax returns (exhaustive for larger enterprises)
prothe
sample or 1988, whichever comes first. Table 2 shows the

vided to INSEE by the DGI about nine months earlierdistribution
than
of surviving firms by year in the column labeled
"Count." A firm is counted as an exit if it has no further EE
the exhaustive-BIC-IS to permit data checking and national
accounts calculations to begin; or (3) the Enquete Annuelle
activity after the exit year.
For firms in the Universe EE, more than 700 financial and
d'Entreprises, which is an annual survey with exhaustive coverage for enterprises with at least 20 employees (INSEE,
operating variables are collected from a variety of adminis-
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Table 2. Analysis of the Most Recent Economic Activity of Enterprises That Appear in the Echantillon d'Entreprises 1982 Cohort

Most recent year to appear in BRN

Exit Never appear in Appear in BRN at
year Count BRN after exit least once after 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994
1982
1983
1984

139
62
77
7
6
4
1
5
2
4
76
44
32
0
0
1
4
1
3
1
54
20
34
0
0
5
1
2
0
2

4
4
0

5
1
1

7
2
2

5
3
4

27
12
17

1985
28
20
8
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
3
1986
28
18
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
2
6
1987
50
15
35
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
2
4
2
23
1988 292 na na 0 0 0 0 0 na na na na na na na

Total

667

179

196

7

6

10

7

NOTE: The last available year
Source: Author's calculations

8

5

12

9

11

17

16

88

of data in the BRN was 1994
using Echantillon d'Entrepris

trative records and
statistical
surveys.
A
38 firms
in this group there is some economic
information
operations the DGI available
performs
certain
dat
between the last recorded sample
data and last year
involve some of these
of the EE, 1988. variables.
In principle, a researcher might make
In
use of addi
these data in an economic
model but because
these firms are tax
supplementary validity
checks
using
not in the Universe
EE during this
period, very
few of the ecotion that was collected
from
the
multip
nomic
variables
are
available
after
attrition.
The
second
cateing INSEE file, now called the FUTE
bu
gory
of
economically
active
exits
is
the
group
for
which
there
period when our EE files were created,
evidence of continued operations
after exit from
the sample
statistical system is
because
of the
quality
and
after
1988.
For
70
firms
in
this
group
(most
recent
BRN
information that it contains on the firms
years
from
1988
to
1993),
the
error
in
assuming
that
attriof the in-scope criteria. By contrast, in
tion is equivalent to cessation
of economic
is twofold.
enterprises, those which
fail
to activity
meet
an
First,
the
date
of
cessation
has
clearly
been
recorded
incorabove, is potentially less accurate.
Th
sometimes called the Benefices Industriels et Commerciaux
rectly and is later than the date of exit from the sample. Second, the firm should have been recorded as still economically
(BIC) by the division of economic studies, is the sampling
active
frame from which current enterprise samples are built
andin 1988, when our version of the EE stopped. Finally,
for 88 firms (most recent BRN year 1994) the attrition error is
maintained (Frechou and Topiol-Bensaid 1997).
qualitatively different. Because the most recent year of BRN
data for these firms is also the most recent year available (as
2.3 Why Did Firms Disappear From the Sample?
of the time this article was written), the evidence strongly sugOur exhaustive inquiry into the reasons why each of the 375
gests that these firms are still economically active. The best
firms that exited from the 1982 cohort left the sample, using
hypothesis is that they slipped below one of the thresholds
the sources noted in Table 1 and additional information on
shown in Table 1 for inclusion in the Universe EE and, therebusiness restructuring, is summarized in Tables 2 and fore,
3. AnINSEE was unable to collect the economic data on these
economically active firm, using the French definition,firms.
would
Therefore, for this group of firms, the attrition indicates
file some type of tax return as evidence of this activity.
that The
the data are missing but does not indicate economic death.

largest tax return data base to which we have access is
the
The
exiting firms could be registered as "dead" in the

BRN for each of the years from 1983 to 1994, the mostSirene,
recentindependent of the evidence that we found in Table 2.
year available at the time this was written. Our definition
Table 3of
addresses this issue. We consider the evidence from
"economically active" is that the enterprise was large enough,
the Sirene, which records the death or transfer of assets of
therefore it was required to file under the BRN tax regime
firm or
(date de cessation d'activite), and from the file Modifica
elected to do so. Table 2 summarizes the economic activity
of Structure (MDST; Chantereau and Rieu, 1995), which
tion de
the exiting firms by the year of attrition. The columnrecords
labeled the mandatory asset transfer declarations filed with the
"Never Appear in BRN after Exit" shows that 179 of the
375 de Formalites des Entreprises (CFE). However, we are
Centre
exiting firms show no evidence of economic activity after
theto characterize the status of the assets of many exitin
unable
date of their attrition. The remaining 196 firms show positive
firms. The end of economic activity can be recorded as a resu
evidence of continued economic activity after their exit
offrom
one of the following events: (1) a legally mandated filing
the sample.
the CFE that declares an end to taxable activity and/or transf
We divide this potentially active group into two parts. If the
of all assets to another entity (also recorded with the success
most recent year of economic activity (labeled "Most Recent
entity); or (2) an investigation triggered by the failure to fil
Year to Appear in BRN") is between 1983-1987, then the firm
a tax return, employee declaration, or other legally mandated
did cease economic activity before the sample ended in 1988,
report for two years. When the firm files the required form
the information is recorded in the Sirene. Otherwise, INSEE
but the date of cessation of economic activity was misrecorded

and some data are missing for the intervening years. For the

tries to estimate the date of cessation of economic activity b
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Table 3. Detailed Resolution of Reasons for Attrition for Enterprises That Exit the Echantillon d'Entreprises 1982-1987
Number of

Description of resolution for the attrition of these enterprises enterprises
No death code found in No recorded merger 103
Never appear in the BRN Sirene Merger recorded 2
from 1988-1994 Officially listed as "dead" No recorded merger 105
in Sirene Merger recorded 7
Appear at least No death code found in No recorded merger 40
once in BRN Sirene Merger recorded 2
from 1988-1992 Officially listed as "dead" No recorded merger 11
(see note) in Sirene Merger recorded 1
Attritions from 1982 cohort in Echantillon d'Entreprises 271

NOTE: 104 cases that appear in the BRN in 1993 and 1994 are not counted because additional merger
Source: Authors' calculations using the Echantillon d'Entreprises, B6n6fice R6el Normal (BRN), Sirene,

ATTRITION
PROCESSES of a
using the documents that it has. Based 3.on
a follow-up

subset of these firms, INSEE believes that 99% of the deaths
We consider a population of N entities following th
recorded through the follow-up investigation are true cessacess y. = (Yil, Yi2, . . YiT), with Yit a K x 1 vector
tions of economic activity (Francoz 1996). Prior to 1989, the
i= 1,..., N, denotes firms, t denotes time, and t = 1 is the
investigation for determining the death of the entity was condate of birth, common to all entities and known. Here, Yit is a
ducted using much less information than is currently available
vector that includes both dependent and explanatory variables
(Francoz, 1996). Although the determination of death is accuof the process. Denote the conditions that relate these varirate for the firms so recorded, there remains the problem of
ables as Eg(yi, 0) = 0. Denoting Yit = (Yil, . , Yit), we have
determining the disposition of assets for firms whose status is
Eg(yit,
= 0 for
t =MDST.
1,..., T, where 0 E e denotes the
unknown. To address this problem
we 0)
use
the
parameters to be estimated and gt(.,.) denotes the appropriTable 3 excludes those firms whose last reported economic
ate subvector of g(., .). We assume that the set of parameters
activity is in 1993 or 1994 because they are very likely still
can be split into parameters of interest (a E A) and nuisance
active, given that 1994 was the most recent year of the BRN
parameters
(/3 E B) with 0 = A x B. The nuisance parameters
available to us. In our discussion of Table 3 we consider two
will only be mentioned when working with the moment congroups of exiting firms, based on the information shown in
ditions. Furthermore, we assume that there exists an additional

Table 2. Of the 217 firms that we believe ended their economic

L x 1 vector zit of time-varying covariates. These covariates
activity before 1988, 112 have a death record in the Sirene do not enter the moment conditions directly.
105 with no transfer of assets and seven with transfer through
Entities and all of their variables are observed from date t =

merger. For 103 of these firms there is no record of BRN

1 to di. Hence, yid = (Yil, Yi2,. ., Yidi) is observed but Yidi =
filing. They may be inactive but the information required to
(Yidi+l, Yidi+2.... Yi) is not. Let si E {0, 1} be an indicator
certify death is not available. For two of the remaining firms
in the first group a merger was recorded. For 40 of the 54 function equal to 1, whenever Yit is observed. Therefore, si, =
exiting firms for which there is evidence of continued eco-1,.... Sid = 1 and Sidi+l = 0,..., SiT = 0. Finally, denote
nomic activity in the BRN between 1988 and 1992, the Sirene
(3.1)
qit = P(Sit = 1 I Yit_l Sit-l = 1),
and MDST provide no additional death or asset transfer information. Twelve of these 54 firms are recorded as dead and,
among these, one transferred its assets to another entity.

rTit = P(sit = --it-I
,, I y ).
Our analysis of the cohort of 667 EE firms born in 1982
The initial conditions are sil = Til = 1 for all i. Notice that the
and followed by the EE until 1988 shows that attrition has
a multiplicity of causes, most of which are not captured bymoment conditions may have no direct empirical counterpart
data are observed at date t if and only if entity i
any meaningful economic model. The information that because
we
survived
until that date. Direct estimation of equations (3.1)
used to classify the attrition by reason is not usually availand
(3.2),
based only on observed data, may lead to biased
able to researchers using similarly constructed samples. Such

(3.2)

estimates because of the sample attrition.
supplementary information on exiting firms can only be used
at INSEE (or, in general, at national statistical agencies under Following Rubin (1976) we say that data are missing at
random if the date t observation indicator function, sit, and
appropriate confidentiality controls) at a great additional cost
the vector Yi are independent conditional on the history of
because tracking down the attrition involves using many other
the vector y, i.e., conditional on yit_l = (Yil, Yi2,..., Yit-1).
data sources within the agency. Therefore, our strategy for the
remainder of this article is to develop statistical proceduresIf l(a I b) denotes the distribution of a conditional on b (for
notational simplicity we do not show the parameters except in
that do not rely on modeling the reason for the attrition of
our moment conditions), then missing at random means
the firm. Our procedures allow for the multiplicity of true reasons for attrition by using the available information on exiting
firms and survivors in new ways.

l(Yi, sit I Yi,t-) = l(Yi Yit_d,)(sit l Yit-,
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or equivalently

with respect to 3t, E(ift(P(, yit)) = 0. The complete s

P(si, = - 1I yi) = P(sit =-- I Yit_l),

(3.4)

which implies that l(yit I Yit_, Sit = 1) (= (Yit Y ), /l(Yi)
(YiT I YiT-' SiT 1)(YiT-1 I YiT-2' SiT- = 1)... l(Yil, Sil = 1),
and l(Yi) = l(YiT I YiTl)(YiT-1 I T) *... *(Yil). We apply this

result directly to our moment conditions rather than to the
densities themselves because economists usually do not specify the full probability model for y. and because our empirical
analysis of the causes of attrition indicates that there is heterogeneity in the reasons for attrition. Moment conditions provide
tools that do not require extensive parametric modeling of the
attrition process.

Proposition 3.1. Under the Rubin attrition rule (3.3), the
following two equations hold

conditions is

E( gMYgtY )Sit ) 0
E( t(t, Yit_- 2(t2,Yi1) (4.1)

E(Ijt(t, yit1) l Sit- 1) = 0 t = 1

Standard errors were computed using the co

mulas for the GMM estimation of the eq

the computation of the parameters themselv
solve the equations that define the 3 paramet
to replace them by their estimated values fo
the parameter of interest 0 (Crepon, Krama
1998). There is no efficiency loss as long as t
independent orthogonality conditions, fr, as
ters /, as is the case if the 3 coefficients are

imization of the logistic regression likelihoo

E(gt(Yt, 0)) = E(g(yit' )sit (3.5)

1998; Newey 1994; Newey and McFadden
5. APPLICATION TO THE LABOR
DEMAND PROBLEM

Tit = qit 7it-l. (3.6)

The weights for the WGMM estimator were modeled

using logistic regressions. We used several sets of attrition

Proof. Given the independence assumption
of equacorrecting weights
based on variables in the labor dema

tion (3.3), we have E(gt(yit, )sit equation,
I Y ) =their
E(gt(yit
) I and variables that are meant
lagged values,
yit_l)E(sit | yit_l). Notice that E(gt(yit, O0sit
y,it-,)
a sambetter capture
thehas
factors
affecting the attrition of the firms.
ple analog, since sit = 0 implies that the describe
function
gt(yit,
is results, but we do not prese
these
models )sit
and the
identically equal to zero, and whenever sit
= 1, yregression
is observed
the logistic
coefficients in tabular form because
(by definition of Sit). Let Tit- = E(sit yit_,)
P(sit
= 1 labor
I yit-).
main =focus
is the
demand equation.
Furthermore, qit = E(sit I y itl, its _ = 1)The
is first
directly
logisticidentiregression model predicted attrition bas
fied. On the other hand, Tit is not directly
identified.
is not
on the
wage rate,It
employment,
the ratio of production
possible to estimate a model directly on employment
sit because(Q/L),
someand
ofthe interactions (Q/L) log L a
the yit-l are not observed. However thisQ/L
is log
a possible
condi-lags. The last three variables aris
K and all possible
tional on sit_ = 1, which permits observation
of
qit.
More
pre- production function (see belo
from the choice of a translog

labor
demand
cisely, we have the relation E(sit Yit. )to=specify
E(sit the
I Y.t
l, Sit= equation. The second attrit
used the same variables
l)P(st_ = 1 I Yit_) + E(sit I Yit- model
i = 0)P(Sit-1
= 0 I

as the first, but also included

variable for
presence
in the BRN following attr
Yit ). Given that E(sit Yt, l'Sit-l = an
0)indicator
= 0, P(sit_
= 1
I
tion.
The
third
model
was
identical
to the first, but allowed
Yit- ) = P(sit-1 = 1 Yit-2) = -t-l, and equation (3.3), we have

7it= qitit_-1. Thus, given 7Ti = qil, we
have
Tit =
qit..*
qi
for
different
slope
coefficients
on (Q/L), (Q/L) log L, a

and it follows that 7Ti is identifiable.

Q/L log K when these variables were below the first quart

Equations (3.5) and (3.6) have severalor
implications.
above the third quartile.
Con- The fourth model used the sam
variables
as of
the orthogfirst with lags of orders 4 and 5 exclud
sider the case of GMM estimation. There
is a set

Finally,
the fifth model
added three financial variables - ret
onality conditions, satisfied on the whole
population,
given
assets,
financial return
on assets, and debt ratio - to the
by the moment equations. Decomposeon
the
function
g into

used, in
the first
g = (gl, g2 . .,gr) with gt a function variables
of (Yil,.
y,).
The regression. Summary statistics
definitions
equation (3.5) can be applied to each gt for
t = 1,for
. . all
., variables
T. The are shown in Appendix.
We conclude
that reweighting
to account for attrition is n
orthogonality conditions E(gt(yit, 0)sit/7Tit)
= 0 have
direct
essary. as
Statistical
tests confirm
that y,-_ and z,_1 must alw
empirical counterparts and can be estimated
a function
of
be included
in the
logistic regressions, for each of the z var
the sampled data in the presence of attrition.
For
extensions

ables considered
in the attrition
of this framework to other cases, see Abowd,
Crepon,
Kra- models outlined above. The
estimated and
attrition
probabilities also show that all variables
marz, and Trognon (1995) and Abowd, Crepon,
Kramarz
matter at some date and for some lag back to 1982, the date
(1997).
of birth of all our firms. Thus, attrition models that ignor
4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WGMM METHOD
information since the date of birth may be misspecified. Bot
We now discuss our procedure for implementing economic
the attriand financial information are important - when bot
tion rule (3.4). Assume that the nuisance parameters,
qit,
types of
variables are included, at each lag, at least one real
and one financial variable is significantly different from zer
have a logistic regression form. (For the nonparametric
When
the indicator functions for highly dispersed variables a
case, see Newey, 1994.) We can estimate a set of
parame-

introduced,
ters {t3}t=,...,T defined by the orthogonality conditions
onthe results show that firms at both ends of the spe
trum display similar attrition probabilities. Hence, firms ma
(t)t= ...T, the derivatives of the logistic regression functions
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Ho(X2(1))" and "Test: H,, vs. Hw = Ho(X2(1))" give th

exit for opposite reasons, as we showed in our audit. Finally,
when we include an indicator for presence in the BRN after
attrition, with strong evidence that the firm is still economically active after attrition, our results are essentially the same
as when this variable is excluded. This is important because
analysts would not usually have access to such information.

results of the nonnested tests (Smith, 1992) for the weight

model against the null hypothesis of a nonweighted mod

(resp., the nonweighted model against the null hypothesis of
weighted model). The last rows provide descriptive statistic
for the distribution of the estimated elasticities of productio
for labor, d log Q/d log L.
The labor demand relation, equation (2.2), uses a translog
Attrition corrections have an important effect on the estimaproduction function, F(L, K). The equation is estimated in
tion of the key parameters of the labor demand equation. In
the first difference to allow for the possibility of a firm
columns (1)-(5), where we have corrected for attrition biase
effect in the error term. Instrumental variables include all
adjustment cost is between 80,000FF ($16,000
lags of L, K, Q/L, (Q/L)- w, (Q/L) log L, and (Q/L)the
logestimated
K.

US) the
and 100,000FF ($20,000 US) per worker, whereas in
Table 4 contains the estimation results. Column (1) reports
columns (6) and (7), where there is no attrition bias correction
estimates using the first logistic regression discussed above

the estimated adjustment costs are much lower (20,000FF
to estimate the attrition probabilities. Column (2) contains

$4,000 US). The results in column (2), which are based upon
the estimates when we model attrition using the additional
the postsample BRN data, are fully consistent with those in

information from the BRN. Columns (3)-(5) use the other
columns (1) and (3)-(5). Having access to the evidence of
variations discussed above. Column (6) reports unweighted
postsample economic activity does not substantially chan

estimates that result from the direct estimation of equation
the attrition correction. Use of the BRN postattrition statu
(2.2) without any correction for attrition. Finally, column (7)
fully supports the conclusion that attrition correction based o
presents estimates for the balanced panel of firms that are born
the preattrition sample data is appropriate.
in 1982 and remain in the sample through 1988.
Adjustment costs include hiring and firing costs, required
The row corresponding to the variable [(Lt+1 - Lt) severance payments, and reorganization costs. Using data fo
(Lt - Lt_)] contains the estimates of b, the adjustment cost
1992, six years after our analysis period ends, Abowd and Kr
parameter. The following rows give estimates of the compomarz (2001) provide estimates of components of these costs
nents of the translog production function. The Sargan statistics
based on direct reports from the French firms. The report
(Hansen 1982) for the overidentifying restrictions, the numcosts in the article do not include reorganization costs where
ber of degrees of freedom, and the probability value are given
the estimates of equation (2.2) do include such costs. Table 5
in the following rows. Rows labeled "Test: Hw, vs. summarizes
Hnw =
the adjustment costs directly measured by the
Table 4. Labor Demand Model (weighted GMM estimation)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Independent variables:
[(Lt+l -Lt)6-(Lt-Lt-1)] 78.840 82.854 116.416 121.101 76.573 19.912 16.452
(2.254) (3.428) (6.482) (6.393) (2.273) (7.625) (9.750)

Qt/Lt

.832

(Qt/Lt)

log

.654

.871

.799

1.101

1.797

2.443

(.058) (.072) (.127) (1.117) (.064) (.157) (.205)

Lt

.077

.064

.077

.068

.093

.168

.220

(.004) (.005) (.009) (.009) (.004) (.012) (.017)

(Qt/Lt) log Kt -.079 -.059 -.096 -.092 -.120 -.168 -.235
(.008) (.009) (.016) (.015) (.009) (.020) (.024)

Test of overidentifying restrictions: x2 19.70 24.58 16.71 17.88 19.05 11.72 15.18
Degrees of freedom 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
P-value

.234

.078

.404

.331

.266

.763

.511

Test: Hn, vsHw = Ho(X2(1)) 12.12 8.70 11.15 11.97 11.23 - 10.58
P-value

.001

.003

.001

.001

.001

-

.001

Test: Hw vs H,, = Ho(X2(1)) 8.50 9.02 6.40 6.32 8.07 - 6.51
P-value

.004

.003

.011

.012

.004

-

.011

Elasticity of production: Median .45 .351 .457 .42 .595 .963 1.32
99th percentile .64 .496 .692 .644 .888 1.379 1.906
75th percentile .497 .387 .519 .48 .673 1.076 1.48
25th percentile .393 .311 .383 .349 .503 .858 1.17
Number
NOTES:

1st

of

The

regression

of

percentile

firms

dependent
the

.19

667

.161

667

variable

attrition

.123

667

in

weights

.094

667

all

uses

.171

667

columns

.429

667

is

the

employment,

.569

292

wage

wage,

rate

output

same variables as in (1) plus an indicator for being in the BRN data
specific slope coefficients for (QIL), (Q/L) log L, and (Q/L) log K wh

using the first and ninth deciles. In column (4), we use the same va
output, capital, value-added, total dept, and operating profit. The m
Source: Authors' calculations based on the Echantillon d'Entrepri
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6. CONCLUSION

Table 5. Distributions of Separation Costs per Worker

Retirement or Layoff or Total
Statistic preretirement firing separations
Mean

84.102

101.952

79.776

90th percentile 169.418 218.237 168.591
75th percentile 78.034 98.614 82.124
Median

38.249

37.019

36.833

25th percentile 19.647 13.477 14.722
10th percentile 10.740 5.707 6.244
Number of firms 1,418 1,976 2,697

For a longitudinal sample of the French firms, sample
tion is a very complex and heterogeneous process that
not imply that the firm has become economically inacti
at least half of the exiting firms, an audit strongly su
that output and employment were positive for at least
years after the firm left the sample through attrition.
audit results, based on an elaborate follow-up of every e
firm, lead us to propose a simple way to account for att
without a formal economic model. We use a moment-based

approach, rather than a likelihood approach, because we are
on the attrition process
7,903 enterprises. Statistics in this table are based on firms with positive separations.
Our approach
relies on Rubin's missing at random assumptio
Source: Enquete sur la Structure des Salaires et des CoOts,
1992.
adapted to a longitudinal data framework. We show how to
implement this method and demonstrate empirically that attr
above mentioned survey and supports our conclusion that the
tion matters, using a model of dynamic labor demand. In ou
estimated adjustment costs in Table 4 columns (6) and (7)
application we used firm data, but our methodology could b
are too low to be credible given the French separation laws
applied to correct for heterogeneous attrition within a pane
(Abowd and Kramarz, 2001).
of individuals or in dynamic samples of other economic ent
NOTES: All costs are shown in thousands of 1992 Frenchreluctant
francs. The
original
sample
contains
to put
additional
structure

The estimated elasticities of production are implausibly
ties. The methods that we propose allow for researchers
high in the uncorrected estimates with a large number of

use longitudinal data with substantial attrition without direct
firms having elasticities greater than 1, a theoretical impossimodeling all of the economic and statistical reasons for tha
bility for profit-maximizing firms. In particular, one expects
attrition. Our methods also encourage analysts to make use
the elasticity of production for labor to be close to .6, the
of all available data, rather than just using certain subsets o
approximate share of labor in total costs (Hamermesh 1993,
the variables or observations. The combination of these two
chap. 7). The distribution of elasticities of production is very
recommendations should improve the quality of the research
concentrated around the median, showing that the attrition
based upon such samples.
bias-corrected parameter estimates imply relatively constant
estimated elasticities.

The test of overidentifying restrictions is a common specAPPENDIX: SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR
ification check that measures the quality of the instruments.
FIRMS BORN IN 1982
In all columns, the overidentifying restrictions are accepted at
conventional significance levels. Hence, we do not learn anyStandard
thing about the relative quality of the instruments from these
Variable Mean deviation
tests. Although these tests can sometimes be informative for
Full-time equivalent 184.5 843.600
the choice of instruments, they do not test the quality of the
employment
attrition model. As shown in Hirano et al. (1997), there is noLog total labor cost 4.340 .419

test of the restrictions associated with the Rubin attrition rule

per employee (log FF 1980)

Sales (millions FF 1980) 88.440 329.140
because it is a just-identified model.
Value-added (millions FF 1980) 18.630 90.290
Because the overidentifying restriction tests were not con-Operating profit / total assets 1.755 53.650
clusive, we turned to nonnested tests of the weighted mod- Operating profit / fixed assets -.836 39.700

els against the nonweighted model (Smith 1992), which areFinancial charges .502 8.848
/ long and mid-term debt

designed for two competing models estimated by GMM, eachInvestment / value-added .137 3.040
model being based on a set of orthogonality conditions. Our Operating profit / value-added .126 3.944
(Operating profit + financial -.464 21.670
nonnested tests are also inconclusive: we cannot reject the
returns - financial charges)

nonweighted model under the null of a weighted model and, / total assets
simultaneously, we cannot reject the weighted model under
Long- and mid-term 2.939 50.610
the null of the nonweighted model.
dept / total assets

Finally, we examine the Verbeek and Nijman (1992;Long-term

assets 2.224 17.430

/ total assets
1996) suggestion that if balanced estimates are close to the
Financial charges .030 10.190
unbalanced estimates, then attrition should not matter. This/
total assets

suggestion is refuted by the results for our attrition models.Number of observations 3,049
Inspection of the estimated costs of adjustment and elasticities

Source: Authors' calculations based on the 667 firms in Echantillon

of production in the last two columns, which are not corrected
for attrition, shows that although the balanced and unbalanced
results are close to each other, neither resembles those that

have been corrected for attrition. We have already shown that
the attrition-corrected results make better economic sense.

[Received August 1997. Revised May 2001.]
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